
Agenda and meeting minutes from April 4, 2018 Semiconductor Committee meeting  

Agenda 

1. Webinar scheduling 

2. APEC 2018/Semiconductor Committee Industry Sessions Debrief 

3. WIPDA 2018 Support 

4. Projects Sponsorship status 

5. Next meeting  

 

Minutes: 

Attendees: 

Tim McDonald, Infineon 
Joe Horzepa, PSMA 
Ritu Sodhi, Empower 
Dan Kinzer, Navitas Semi 
Jaume Roig, ON Semi 
Renee Yawger, EPC 
 

Webinar scheduling  

We have all but confirmed a webinar by Wolfspeed on SiC for April 26. Jeff Casady will submit an 

abstract imminently and has also agreed to become an active member of the Semiconductor Committee 

(or designate to a delegate). 

TI has been asked (by Dhaval Dalal) if they will prepare a webinar. 

EPC (GaN) and Navitas Semi (GaN) are also interested. 

Discussion on whether we should have one (combine all 3 or choose 1) GaN webinar or allow several 

separate webinars. Agreed to set a 2 week deadline (April 18) for abstracts to be submitted then to 

judge each on its own merits. If there is  not too much ”overlap” and messaging for each is novel and 

current then we will allow multiple suppliers to do webinars on a given (eg: GaN) topic.  EPC and Navitas 

on notice, Tim to work with Dhaval and extend notice to TI. 

Jaume offered to get abstracts submission from 1 or possibly 2 sources within On Semi . 

Ritu will engage with Tim Phillips to see if Empower wishes to present a webinar.  

APEC 2018/Semiconductor Committee Industry Sessions Debrief  

Overall support for the 2 sessions. Agreed unanimously to again hold a session on WBG device reliability 

topics at APEC 2019 

Discussion that Peter Friedrichs presentation was of particularly high tutorial value and served as a great 

way to open the session. Discussion that we should emulate that by design next year and choose /solicit 

appropriate speakers for the first slots. 



Discussion that WBG topics have grown over 10 years from the “private off site meetings” phase to this 

year where there were significant number of exhibitioners featuring WBG and there were at multiple 

Industry and technical sessions featuring WBG. Discussion on how we could better organize and 

leverage all these sessions. Tim has volunteered to organize all the industry sessions for APEC 2019 so he 

agreed to take this topic up with the APEC organizing committee.  

WIPDA 2018 Support  

PSMA is a financial sponsor of WIPDA.  

Tim attended the WIPDA2018 organizing committee meeting this week and took an action item to firm 

up PSMA support for publicity of the conference. 

Discussion on this topic : As interested parties on this topic, Joe H offered that we can include our 

semiconductor committee full membership on the email /publicity list for WIPDA2018 paper, 

attendance and sponsor communications (full membership: please let me know by return email if you 

wish to opt out and do NOT want such info to be provided to you). Action: Tim to coordinate with Lisa 

and connect her with the publicity chair for WIPDA 2018. 

We can also provide a slot for an article in the quarterly PSMA newsletter which goes to a distribution of 

3000-3500: a preview article can be done in June and another right before the conference in September. 

Action: Tim to coordinate with Lisa and connect her with the publicity chair for WIPDA 2018. 

Projects Sponsorship status  

This topic was discussed at the Semi Committee meeting during APEC and will be the subject of most of 

the available time at our May meeting. 

During brief discussion Ritu asked if universities/academics can join our committee or if more than one 

person per company can be a member of the committee: it was agreed that “the more the merrier”. 

Ritu will discuss and propose some possible contacts. 

Next meeting: Agreed on Wednesday May 9, 10am CDT . 


